
Technology 
As electronic resources and technology become more prevalent, we need to use 

as many technological pathways ways to reach our patrons as possible (chat/im, email, 
Web Ex, Help Desk login, etc.); as electronic resources replace paper – how can we 
organize the information and also prevail in communicating the importance/value that 
print material still hold in regard to legal research; how do we address the challenge of 
varying patron levels of technology comfort/competence. 

Sometimes our patrons see the world as electronic resources versus the 
librarian, so how do we how do we break artificial/perceived barriers (librarians are 
often seen as opposite of information delivery/access); how can we deal with the IT 
conflict of new technologies versus security issues/restrictive access– noted that 
upcoming generations/early adapters will continue to challenge technology security 
boundaries; developing better relationships with IT staff; technology is an integral part 
of our service, but is also sometimes a barrier between us and our patrons. 
 
Marketing/Outreach 

Patrons think they know what they need -- however, they often resort to Google 
and/or their research is often shallow; market specific resources – how can we do this in 
light of these issues; how to identify and market to new attorneys/paralegals/staff 
members; how do we reach those patrons that don’t think they need us; we need to 
find advocates/develop advocacy communication skills/be able to communicate 
importance of position of library in organization; how do we communicate our relevancy 
up and down the organization? 

Instructional/training challenges – patrons lack of technology competence; how 
do we provide training with so many databases to search/use for given research tasks; 
how can we convey libraries as a place rather than a concept? 

Competition - Libraries are often perceived as not as essential compared to other 
organizational offices/services within the Federal government; also challenges by type 
and/or size of the library and the scope of patrons work. 
 
Resources 

Money - Downsized budgets; contracting jobs/positions and losing jobs; job 
security; lack of access to technology are all a concern; we need to be able to do more 
than just say we need more money – we need to be able to provide the relevancy 
support to drive the allocation of money. 

Staff - HR red tape/ hurdles for most agencies; how to attract the best and the 
brightest; how do we deal with the loss of institutional memory; how can we keep up 
with technology and get the training we need to stay competent in our profession? 

Time - Administrative responsibilities sometimes take too much of our time; and, 
government is often slow to respond to change. 
 


